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Romania from MTPL perspective

~ 5, 1 mil 

~ 274.000

 7- 8 %

Romanian traffic the highest risk for death in Europe.

No of deaths per million of inhabitants :
Romania 95  /  Sweden 27  /  Average Europe 51,5 
5 deaths / day & 25 severe accidents / day
8% of guilty drivers have less than 1 year experience

Indemnities in a worrying increasing trend 
Specialized “hunting companies” = claim farmers

Non-unitary judicial practice
Same type of bodily injury = 100 times difference in terms 
of value granted by different courts 



  Frequency
  External claims
  Spare parts cost
  Moral damages
  Bodily injuries
  Frauds 
  Admin cost
   Comissions
         …etc 

MTPL

 Force/Surface = Pressure 

Can we measure MTPL pressure?



Over 30% green card 
claims in Italy!

Big concentration in 
Germany, France & 
Great Britain

How many bodily injuries?

How many claims produced by 
trucks?

How many claims produced by 
passenger cars?

What is the average claim?

Notified green card claims

One of the force make the pressure to increase?



Manufacture
r

Difference from one year to another 

Front 
bumper

Rear 
bumper Lights

Front 
wing Rear wing Doors

Marca A
+13.59% +13.14% +12.38% +13.50% +15.57% +20.11%

Marca B
+4.33% +4.32% +8.06% +6.69% +3.16% +4.30%

Marca F
+0.31% +1.31% +2.17% +1.12% +5.25% +3.94%

Marca M
+3.27% +2.26% +1.95% +2.65% +3.54% +2.47%

Marca V
+4.02% +4.85% +4.19% +10.75% +14.16% +7.34%

Marca S
+5.73% +17.39% -6.51% +11.94% +1.12% +20.84%

Unpredictible spare parts cost



MTPL bodily injuries overview

How much can we understand this jumps?



MTPL 

Maximum 
tariff on MTPL

No more 
segmentation

Direct 
compensation 

New cost on 
claims area

Most controversial regulation 

Breaking EU regulation! 

Facts: new MTPL legislation since Q4 2016



Max cap on premium 

Direct compensation – not mandatory 

New cost to be covered in case of a claim

MTPL premium in instalments

MTPL for short periods (one month)

BAAR and FPVS merger

Bonus malus structure (more relaxed in 
malus)

Limited possibility for cash settlement

Possibility to use telematics in tariff 
calculation

Driver history can be used in Bonus-Malus

Bodily Injuries table system (still pending)

Possibility to notify the claims online

Positive and negative on the new regulation



Even the ground don’t look very easy and simple, Romanian market will make 
important steps in developing the digital solutions to cope with existing 
situation.

- clients are willing more and more to have a 
personalized policy / premium based on their behavior

- companies are fighting to find the “good clients”

- intermediaries are pushing more and more to easy solution to sell
 

How to deal with digital in the future?



Thank you.


